
Accelerated 60-95 Story Problems Supplement Name:

For each problem in this assignment, define your variable(s), set up one (or more)
formula(s), solve for your variable(s) and state a conclusion answering the stated
question(s). You will be graded on each of the above requested items.

1) You drive up to Seattle to check out the ”Nirvana: Taking Punk to the Masses”
exhibit at the EMP Museum. While there, you find a sweet commemorative poster
which you can’t help but splurge on. The total rings up to $27.36. While you
originally dodn’t care, you happen to bring a nerdy math friend who remembers that
the sales tax rate in Seattle is 9.5% and challenges you to deduce the original price of
the poster given this information. Guess, what, I’m that nerdy math friend. GO!

2) It’s been a long cold winter here in Portland, and for spring break you decide it’s high
time you get someplace warm. You and a friend take a nice road trip down to San
Diego and are hanging out on the beach when a sudden urge to fly a kite hits you.
You find a sport kite at a nearby shop with a price tag of $65.00. After the cashier
rings you up, the total is $70.20. You’re curious as to the sales tax rate, but your
nerdy friend challenges you to figure it out using the tools you’ve learned in this class
rather than just asking the clerk. GO!

3) You get back to Portland and realize all of this traveling has worn out your shoes (get
it?) - that and you recently acquired a 30% off coupon for the Addidas employee store
which you want to take advantage of. You find a pair that are pretty kickin’ and they
have a tag of $55. For budgeting reasons (I mean, you did just take trips to Seattle
and San Diego), you want to know what the price after the discount will be but you’re
too proud to go ask the cashier. GO!
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4) You’re enjoying your new shoes so much that the world just seems lighter and you
decide it’s right time you find yourself a nicer apartment. You find the perfect little
condo in just the perfect location and you decide to sign a lease. The lease requires
you pay a deposit of $1,500 plus a pet deposit of $500. The rent is $1,100 per month.
You’re math friend reminds you that you have the tools to model an equation
describing your total expenditures given the number of months you’ve lived in your
new condo. Let y be the total amount spent on the condo and x be the number of
months living there. Set up an equation in slope-intercept form describing how much
you have spent on the condo in terms of how many months you’ve lived there. Then
use the equation to determine how many months you will have lived there when your
total spent on the condo is $20,700. GO!

5) You’re all moved in and realize that you’re short a bookcase. Realizing that you are a
perfectly capable human being, you decide to build it yourself! Go you! Since your
apartment is so wonderful and spacious and you recently decided you need a giant
book collection, this gives you the brilliant idea of trying to build the bookshelf large
enough to cover an entire wall. You decide that you want 7 shelves and 2 middle
dividers (for a total of 4 vertical pieces once you include the ends and 8 horizontal
pieces once you include the top) and after crunching the numbers decide you need 128
feet of lumber. You get to the store and realize you forgot the paper giving the
dimensions of the wall you’re covering. However, you brought your math friend who
remembers that the length of the section was one and a half times as it was tall. Can
you figure out the dimensions of the bookcase? [I want to see a picture] GO!
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6) You get done with the bookshelf and in celebration decide to mix yourself a cocktail.
You have a bottle of tequila which is 80 proof (40% alcohol) and you decide to make a
margarita. Being a conscientious drinker you want your drink to be 25% alcohol once
you’ve added the margarita mix. If you want a 6 oz margarita, how much tequila and
how much margarita mix should you use?

7) Naturally your math friend was with you for the bookshelf making and he’d like a
drink as well. He’s more into Martinis and notices you have some gin and dry
vermouth which are 94 proof (47% alcohol by volume) and 32 proof (16% alcohol by
volume) respectively. He kindly requests a 5oz beverage which is 44% alcohol. How
many ounces of gin and dry vermouth will you need for this cocktail? Round your
answers to the second decimal place.
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8) Sitting around with your excellently mixed drinks, you and your math friend start
talking about the stock market. He explains to you that last year he invested $5,000
into 2 accounts, one of which earned 3% while the other lost 7%. He cleverly explains
that the account which earned 3% made $290 more than the account wich lost 7%. Do
the math and impress him with your ability to deduce how much he invested in each
account. This one’s tricky so be careful! GO!

9) After explaining the risky business of stock market investments, your math friend
explains that he’s also invested in a CD (certificate of deposite) which pays a yearly
interest of 1.867% and a MMA (money market account) which pays 0.60% yearly
interest. He explains that he invested $20,000 last year and that the CD made $250.05
more than the MMA. How much did he invest in each account? GO!
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10) Some time’s gone by when your math friend calls you up entirely too excited to let
you know that he just modified his old HAM radios (HAM doesn’t stand for anything,
it just means amateur radio operator) with new 50 Watt transmitters (Watts is a
measure of the power it uses) and wants to go out and test them. You each hop in a
car and take off in opposite directions. You’re chatting away on the Ham radio and
your math friend chimes in that he’s been averaging 55 mph which spurs you to notice
that you’ve been averaging 65 mph. The radio cuts out when you are 48 miles from
your friend. How long was the HAM radio conversation? GO!

11) Your friend decided to stop at a favorite restaurant out near where the HAM radio cut
out and you decide to drive out to meet him. You manage 65 mph for part of the trip
but hit traffic and have to slow to 30 mph for some time. If the total 48 mile trip took
you 1 hour, how far did you travel at each rate? GO!
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12) You and your math friend are sitting in the restaurant and you each are enjoying a
good cup of coffee while you wait for your food. He pulls out his laptop and connects
to the internet via WiFi (isn’t the future fantastic?!) to look up how many milligrams
of caffeine are in his cup of coffee. The web page he finds explains that there are
approximately 120 milligrams of caffeine in a 12 oz cup of coffee. However, the waiter
informs you that your cups are 16 oz. How many milligrams of caffeine are in each of
your cups of coffee?

13) The next weekend, you and your math friend decide to get out of town and go fishing
at Diamond Lake. The fish and wildlife officer comes along and, after checking your
fishing license (which you of course bought), starts chatting with you about the
number of fish in the lake. He explains that they tagged 2,000 trout at the beginning
of the month and of the 2,400 fish caught since then, only 12 have been tagged.
Approximately how many trout is the lake supporting?
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